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What is spirited cricket?

An unifying initiative that runs throughout 
all professional cricket competitions, 
wherein international and domestic players 
aim to be “playing as winners”...

by playing for a grander cause other than 
just for trophies and financial reward and…

whatever match outcomes, every bit of 
“playing as winners” behavior on and off 
the field will result in both intangible and 
tangible rewards to spectators, supporters 
and beneficiaries alike.

“In cricket [as in life], if we’re playing to win...
we win, we lose.  
In contrast, when we’re “playing as winners”, 
spirited cricket guarantees we’ll win...
no matter the outcome [of the match].”                       
                       - (Patch) Aspeling. 
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What are these intangible rewards?

An inner circle [‘who you know’] chat group 
having champion conversations that birth...

catalytic connections where talk ain’t 
cheap...it’s expansive!

An ideological and relational transformation 
proffered right through sport and society... 

encircling both champion(s) and catalyst(s) 
within a Champions Circle...

a “playing as winners” cultured community 
where the trophy matters...little!

      

CHAMPION
Ashwell Prince

Head Coach
(WSB Cape Cobras)

CATALYST
Russel Aspeling
Founder & CEO

(Spirited Cricket)

“A cricket champion needs be a servant of the 
people.  A cricket catalyst needs be an opponent 
of ‘just not cricket’ conventions.  For the most 

part, both these are unclaimed cricket charges.”                                
- Unknown. 
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What are these tangible rewards?

The preexisting ‘cricket circles’ becomes the 
home base(s) of our Champions Circle ...

these being schools, clubs, CSR partners, 
supporter groups and communities at large...

and as our ‘spirited’ relationships evolve/
mature into authentic friendships, tangible 
exchanges will mostly differ, but will always 
[and in all ways] resolutely resonate uplifting 
inspiration as a consequential reality... 

thus, our inside-out sustenance will provide 
satisfying fruitfulness for all as benefactors.  

      

“The real task is to get people to 
behave in a new way of thinking, 
rather than to think themselves into a 
new way of behaving.” - Hashim Amla. 

“An unconquerable preposition of living 
from victory trumps living for victory.” 

- Undisclosed. 
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How will it work?

Each respective squad member will willingly 
nominate their personal beneficiary within 
our “Champions Circle” network... 

a “playing as winners” circle close to each 
champion’s very own heart...

money raised will be allocated to a Spirited 
Cricket Fund... 

that at each season’s end would get 
monetarily distributed (or in kind) to these 
pre-selected “playing as winners” circle 
beneficiaries.

“We don’t only want to say we’re playing 
for the people.  We want something 
tangible for the people.”  - Ashwell Prince.

“A spirited cricket initiative combats 
potential lip service to ‘we represent you’ 
with doubtless, genuine and heartfelt 
demonstrations...as an advantage to all 
South Africa.”              - Russel Aspeling. 
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How does the fund grow?

In every match during the season, each 50 
partnership by a batting pair will result in 
an amount accruing into the Spirited 
Cricket Fund...

Transformation 2.0 partners, tiered as gold 
or platinum, will incentivize R500/R2500 
respectively, for each 50 runs scored

Transformation 2.0 Partners can provide 
funding for the full season or part thereof.

“Partnering for Partnerships” 

“A strong man stands up for himself.  
A stronger man stands up for others.”                    

  - inspired by Otis. 
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What happens at each season’s end?

The final “Transformation 2.0” figures is 
confirmed and equitably distributed amongst 
the relevant “Champions Circle”...

these squads proceed to visit their circle 
beneficiaries to do an official handover and to 
see how their donations will be making a long-
term difference, thereby culminating into both 
our hand-out and hand-up preferences.

We hope to inspire all teams into “rallying 
players and non-players together as 
champions” by joining the spirited cricket 
initiative.

CONFIR
MED
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“Playing as Winners”
and

“Partnering for Partnerships” 

rendering 
‘sport that inspires’ 

at all levels of 
participation

support 
spectatorship

...also guaranteeing a spinoff  
Rainbow Nation of Winners

In Summary:  Window(s) of Opportunity

CRICKET
The Business of Sport

CEO | Board
- innovative product promotion

CORPORATE
The Business of Association

Sponsor | CSR
- new market expansion | impact

CLUBS
The Culture of Success

Amateur | Professional
- improved team relations [internal]

COMMUNITY
The Culture of Significance

Spectator | Supporter
- enhanced team rapport [external]

In Summary: Our Initiative 
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CHAMPION
Ashwell Prince 

[Former Player]

CATALYST
Russel Aspeling

[Former Analyst]

“We donʼt only want to say weʼre playing for the 
people.  We want something tangible for the people.” 
- Ashwell Prince (Head Coach-WSB Cape Cobras).

“A spirited cricket initiative combats potential lip 
service to ʻwe represent youʼ with doubtless, genuine 
and heartfelt demonstrations...as an advantage to all 
South Africa.” - Russel Aspeling (CEO-Spirited Cricket).

“In the end, we will remember not the words of our enemies, but the silence of our friends.” 
- Martin Luther King, Jr. 


